A lot of approaches, each following a different strategy, have been proposed in the literature to provide AdaBoost with cost-sensitive properties. In the first part of this series of two papers, we have presented these algorithms in a homogeneous notational framework, proposed a clustering scheme for them and performed a thorough theoretical analysis of those approaches with a fully theoretical foundation. The present paper, in order to complete our analysis, is focused on the empirical study of all the algorithms previously presented over a wide range of heterogeneous classification problems. The results of our experiments, confirming the theoretical conclusions, seem to reveal that the simplest approach, just based on cost-sensitive weight initialization, is the one showing the best and soundest results, despite having been recurrently overlooked in the literature.
Introduction
AdaBoost [1] , the quintessential boosting [2] algorithm and one of the main representatives of the Ensemble Classifiers [3] paradigm, has been subject of extensive research in the fields of machine learning, pattern recognition and Email address: iagolv@gts.uvigo.es, jalba@gts.uvigo.es (Iago Landesa-Vázquez, José Luis Alba-Castro) computer vision during the last few years (e.g. [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] ), attracting an attention "rarely matched in computational intelligence" [3] .
In practice, among the different scenarios for classification, those involving cost-sensitive or asymmetric conditions (e.g. disaster prediction, fraud detection, medical diagnosis, object detection, etc.) hold a noteworthy position. In those cases, different decisions may have different associated costs (depending on the nature of the decision or on class priors) so that obtained classifiers must focus their attention in the rare/most valuable class [12, 13, 14] .
The intersection between these two worlds, AdaBoost and Cost-Sensitive learning, is represented by a significant set of works in the literature devoted to provide AdaBoost with asymmetric properties (e.g. [15, 16, 9, 17, 18, 19, 10, 11, 20] ), and the practical relevance of the problem is evidenced in the role of AdaBoost as learning algorithm in the widespread Viola-Jones object detector framework [9] that inherently deals with a clearly asymmetric scenario.
Nonetheless, the different cost-sensitive AdaBoost methods proposed in the literature are very heterogeneous, and they have been presented to the researcher as a succession of algorithms with no clear properties to rule their use and behavior in practice.
In the first part of this series of two papers [21] we have presented, in a homogeneous notational framework, the different asymmetric AdaBoost approaches in the literature, proposing a clustering scheme for them based on the way asymmetry is inserted in the learning process (a posteriori, heuristically or theoretically):
• A posteriori -AdaBoost with threshold modification [9] • Heuristic -AsymBoost [17] -AdaCost [15] -CSB0, CSB1 and CSB2 [22, 16] -AdaC1, AdaC2 and AdaC3 [23, 18] • Theoretical -Cost-Sensitive AdaBoost [19, 10] -AdaBoostDB [20] -Cost-Generalized AdaBoost [11] Then, for those algorithms with a fully theoretical derivation, we performed a thorough theoretical analysis and discussion adopting the two major perspectives used to derive and explain AdaBoost: the Error Bound Minimization perspective [5] and the Statistical View of Boosting [7] .
Such analysis demonstrates, from whatever line of reasoning we may follow, that the simple asymmetric weight initialization strategy followed by CostGeneralized AdaBoost, despite having being recurrently overlooked (and even rejected) in the literature [15, 16, 17, 19, 10] , is a completely valid mechanism to build theoretically sound cost-sensitive boosted classifiers. Moreover, the error bound defined by Cost-Generalized AdaBoost, able to preserve the class-dependent loss ratio regardless of the training round, seems to be more consistent than that used by the other theoretical alternatives, Cost-Sensitive AdaBoost and AdaBoostDB, showing a tendency to increasingly emphasize the least costly class (asymmetry swapping).
The present paper, in order to complete our study, covers the empirical analysis of all the methods previously enumerated, including the non-fullytheoretical approaches (a posteriori and heuristic) as well as the fully theoretical ones.
The article is organized as follows: next section describes the thorough experimental framework we used for our experiments, in Section 3 the obtained results are detailed, and in Section 4 we analyze and discuss the results connecting them to the theoretical insights from the accompanying paper. At last, in Section 5, final conclusions are highlighted.
Experimental Framework
Aiming to evaluate all the algorithms under the same conditions (training/test sets, costs) and over a broad range of heterogeneous classification problems, we designed the following experimental framework:
Datasets
We have used both synthetic and real datasets for our tests. The synthetic group is composed of two different (though similar) sets, both conceived to allow an easy visual interpretation of the classification task.
• Bayes Dataset: Positives and negatives are modeled by bivariate normal distributions, both with the same priors and covariance matrices, but different means (Figure 1a ). Features for classification are the projections of each sample point on a discrete collection of angles in the 2D space (see Figure 1b ). In this scenario the optimal classifier can be easily computed for every cost requirement, according to the Bayes risk rule.
• Two Clouds Dataset: Inspired by the example in the work by Viola and Jones [17] , this dataset can be seen as a more complex version of the Bayes Dataset. Positives and negatives are uniformly distributed into two clouds (one circular and one annular), with different centers and overlapping each other ( Figure 1c ). Features are, again, the projections of each example on a discrete range of angles in the 2D space.
On the other hand, we have used six different datasets extracted from real problems. They can be grouped into two classes:
• UCI Datasets: We have selected five datasets from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [24] that are characterized by having an intrinsic asymmetric nature: Breast Cancer, Credit, Diabetes, Ionosphere and Spam. Examples belonging to the most valuable class of each dataset, as defined in the original problem, are considered as positives. • CBCL Face Database: As an example of a real-world asymmetric problem in which boosting is used in practice, we have taken 1000 faces and 1000 non-faces (19x19 pixels resolution) from the CBCL face database [25] .
Following the proposal by Viola and Jones [9] , we use their same dictionary of Haar-like features to build the classifiers.
For a more homogeneous cost-sensitive benchmark across the different databases, we have imposed that the number of positives and the number of negatives should match each other in every used dataset. As a result, in UCI datasets, we have discarded some examples of the most populated class to match its cardinality with that of the less populated one. With this condition, we can ensure that, regardless the specific problem being tested, the priors of each class are always the same (0.5). A summarizing listing of the datasets used for our experiments is shown in Table 1 
Costs
In order to sweep a wide range of asymmetries, we have defined nineteen different cost combinations to evaluate.
(C P , C N ) ∈ {(1, 100), (1, 50) , (1, 25) , (1, 10) , (1, 7) , (1, 5) ,
(5, 1), (7, 1) , (10, 1) , (25, 1) , (50, 1), (100, 1)}
Algorithms
For each defined dataset and cost combination, we have trained classifiers with all the different algorithms analyzed in this work: AdaBoost with thresh-old modification, AsymBoost, AdaCost, CSB0, CSB1, CSB2, AdaC1, AdaC2, AdaC3, Cost-Sensitive AdaBoost/AdaBoostDB and Cost-Generalized AdaBoost.
In addition, for the Bayes Dataset case, we have the optimal Bayes classifier as ground truth reference.
Performance Metrics
The analysis of ROC curves [13, 26] has been the traditional way to evaluate and compare the behavior of different classifiers across different working points. Nevertheless, C. Drummond and R.C. Holte [27] proposed an alternative representation, based on expected costs and dual respect to traditional ROC curves, that has been shown to be more appropriate for cost-sensitive classification problems. Since cost is explicitly shown, this kind of representations allow direct visual cost-sensitive interpretations and comparisons, and they are based on two magnitudes: the Probability Cost Function (P CF ) and the Normalized Expected Cost (N EC), that are defined in Equations (1) and (2) . In these expressions, P (y = 1) and P (y = −1) are the prior probabilities of an example to be positive or negative, while F N R and F P R are, respectively, the false negative and false positive rates obtained by the classifier.
Our experimental analysis is based on these cost-oriented representations [27] and their related magnitudes.
Training and Testing Schemes
As customary in many boosting works (e.g. [5, 9, 10] ) weak classifiers used in our experiments are the simplest ones, stumps, to further underscore the role of "boosting" in getting classification strength by combination.
Instead of defining static training and test sets for each database, to further improve robustness we have implemented a 3-fold cross-validation strategy: every dataset is split into three parts, so the role of test set is iteratively assigned to one of the subsets (folds) while the other two define the respective training set. From the three possible training scenarios arising from this scheme, three different classifiers are obtained, and the global performance will be defined as the average of the individual performances obtained over the respective test sets.
Whichever fold, cost requirement, database or learning algorithm involved, every training process has been run for as many boosting rounds as the total number of examples (positives and negatives) of the respective dataset. In any case, to evaluate the performance of the different algorithms in a more uniform way throughout the different databases and costs, we have also performed an "a posteriori" convergence test. A classifier initially trained for K rounds is considered to converge at round k < K if the next two conditions are met:
• The deviation about the mean of the Normalized Expected Cost (NEC) over the training set is less than 10 −3 , for all the subsequent rounds (k + 1, k + 2, · · · K).
• The subsequent rounds are, at least 10% of the total (K − k ≥ 0.1K).
To extract our experimental results, the earliest round meeting these two conditions is used as cutoff of the classifier. Otherwise, in case no converging round has been found, the entire classifier is taken into account. This procedure is aimed to protect the results from overfitting artifacts that could degrade some comparative experiments.
Depending on the specific scenario, there are several exceptions to this framework:
• Bayes theoretical classifier (only for the Bayes dataset) is optimal by definition, thus it is "only one" and requires no training. In this case crossvalidation makes no sense and the classifier is directly tested over the whole database.
• For AdaBoost with threshold modification we have used the whole training dataset both to train the strong classifier and to adjust its threshold, instead of having, as originally proposed by Viola and Jones [9] , independent sets for each role. From our point of view this is the most appropriate and homogeneous way to compare this method with the other ones, since the "threshold adjustment" dataset is no more than an additional training set.
It is not clear for us how to properly establish a boundary to distribute, with the right sizing, the training examples into two independent and smaller subsets, as well as how this split affects the overall performance.
• On AsymBoost classifiers, the convergence test is not performed. The definition of the algorithm (see the previous paper of the series [21] ) states that the number of training rounds determines how the asymmetry is introduced and distributed in the classifier. As a consequence, pruning the number of rounds of the final classifier would violate the asymmetric premises on which training was defined, changing the error metric that has actually been minimized.
Results
Following the guidelines presented in the previous subsection, we have trained all the combinations of algorithm, database, costs and fold to obtain a broad collection of classifiers. The individual performance of each classifier has been evaluated over its respective test dataset, and finally averaged across the crossvalidation folds for each case. As a result of this process we obtained a large corpus of performance data that can be consulted in detail in Appendix. 
Global Analysis
To make a global behavioral analysis of the classifiers obtained by each algorithm, we have defined a comparative performance measure based on Normalized
Expected Costs (N EC) [27] . For each combination of dataset and cost requirement we found which of the trained classifiers had a lowest N EC, and then computed the deviations between the N EC values obtained by all classifiers and that minimum one. These deviation values, which we denote as ∆N EC, measure the distance of each classifier to the best solution we have achieved for the same scenario. Repeating this process across databases and costs to gather all the ∆N EC values corresponding to the whole experimental framework, we will obtain a wide sample of a random variable ranking the performance of the trained classifiers.
As can be seen in Equation (3), ∆N EC is a function of three variables:
learning algorithm (alg), cost requirement (cost) and dataset (set) 1 . Thus, if
we compute the conditional expectation of ∆N EC for a given algorithm λ (4),
we will obtain the overall ranking score of all the classifiers trained by that specific algorithm throughout the whole experimental framework. Figure 2a and Table 3 depict the obtained values of E[∆N EC(λ)] for all the algorithms we are studying. To analyze the stability (defined as the statistical precision) of these ranking scores across databases and costs, we have also computed the conditional variance of ∆N EC for each algorithm (5), obtaining the results shown in Figure 2b and second column of Table 3 . As can be seen, AdaC1 and Cost-Generalized AdaBoost are not only the algorithms giving the best average performance, they also are the most stable ones, with a difference of about one order of magnitude to the next.
Going into a little more detail, if we inspect figures in Appendix, we will see that, for increasing asymmetries, several algorithms have a tendency to "saturate" and build "all-positives" or "all-negatives" solutions, instead of classifiers that, though biased to the most costly class, can still distinguish between two different labels. In order to globally evaluate and quantify this effect, we have defined the parameter ∆CE (6), analogous to ∆N EC but based on costinsensitive Classification Error (CE, the ratio of correctly classified instances in the whole database), as a measure of the discriminative power of each obtained classifier with respect to the best distinguishing one for its same scenario. By definition, algorithms with a lower discriminative power (higher ∆CE) are more prone to saturation.
Values of conditional expectation and variance of ∆CE for each tested algorithm are shown in Figure 3 and Table 4 . As can be seen, AdaBoost with threshold modification (a posteriori), Cost-Sensitive AdaBoost (theoretical) and AsymBoost (heuristic) are, in that order, the best discriminating algorithms, and also the most stable ones in this regard. After them, the two algorithms that showed better general performance are just the next in the ranking, but this time in reverse order: Cost-Generalized AdaBoost is more discriminative than AdaC1 and also more stable. The remaining algorithms present much poorer discrimination results. The analysis of the discriminant power is relevant because saturation may prevent a proper boosted evolution during learning, and cause a detrimental effect to the global performance of the final classifier. It is important to notice that the best classifier that a learning algorithm can build, no matter the specific cost scenario, is a classifier with null error. Such an ideal classifier must achieve null error in positives and in negatives, being, in fact, symmetric. Hence, an ideal cost-sensitive boosting algorithm should be aimed to approach that perfect (and symmetric) classifier as much as possible,but following a consistent cost-sensitive iterative pathway. Thus, during learning, cost-sensitive boosting algorithms must keep a balance between the global asymmetry reached after each round, and the ability to evolve and further approximate the ideal solution in the forthcoming ones. In this scenario, the saturation effect may act as an anchor of the asymmetry and preclude a proper boosted evolution towards a classifier closest to the ideal one. We will discuss this in depth in Section 4.1.
Cost Analysis
Once we have made a general analysis on the global behavior of all the asymmetric AdaBoost variants we are testing, now it is time for a more detailed study able to asses the specific behavior of the algorithms through the cost spectrum. For a clearer analysis, we will prune the total set of algorithms to focus our attention on those yielding most interesting overall results according to the data presented in the previous subsection: on the one hand, AdaC1, Cost-Generalized AdaBoost and AsymBoost (the top three algorithms with lowest ∆N EC(λ)); and, on the other hand, AdaBoost with threshold modification and Cost-Sensitive AdaBoost (among the remaining, those with less tendency to saturation). As can be seen, this selection includes algorithms from all the three types in which we clustered all the cost-sensitive AdaBoost variants in the previous paper of the series [21] : A posteriori (AdaBoost with threshold modification), Heuristic (AsymBoost and AdaC1) and Theoretical (Cost-Sensitive AdaBoost and Cost-Generalized AdaBoost).
Now we are interested in computing the conditional expectation and variance of ∆N EC for each particular algorithm λ and cost combination τ , as shown in Equations (7) and (8) . Thus, we can obtain the cost-dependent ranking scores for all the algorithms we are studying, as shown in Figure 4 . As can be seen, AdaC1 outperforms (both in performance and stability) the other alternatives in virtually all the tested cost scenarios, being closely followed by Cost-Generalized AdaBoost, while the results yielded by the other tested variants are clearly worse. It is remarkable that differences among the different algorithms tend to be more significant for increasing asymmetries (high values of |P CF |), while for moderate ones differences are more negligible. An analogous procedure is followed to compute the cost-dependent discriminative power (∆CE(λ, τ )), whose expectation and variance are depicted in 
Training Time
Another important aspect to consider when analyzing our experimental results is the computational burden associated to the training phase, especially bearing in mind that this kind of algorithms is widely used in learning systems dealing with a huge number of training samples and an even greater number of features (object detection in images, as the algorithm proposed by Viola and Jones [9] , is a paradigmatic example), in which training can be extremely long.
Training times obtained for each algorithm and dataset, averaged over the three folds, are shown in Table 5 .
For an easier interpretation of these results, we have taken Cost-Generalized AdaBoost (the fully-theoretical alternative with a lower training time and also the reference used in Figures in Appendix) as a basis. Thus, we computed, for every dataset, the time consumed by each algorithm in relation to that needed by Cost-Generalized AdaBoost, and finally averaged the obtained ratios across datasets. Results are depicted in Table 6 .
As can be seen, most of the algorithms are in a ±7% range with regard to as reported in [20] , is more than 200 times faster than Cost-Sensitive AdaBoost.
Hence, AdaBoostDB is the algorithm that actually needs 18 times the training time consumed by Cost-Generalized AdaBoost, while Cost-Sensitive AdaBoost would be even far slower.
Discussion
We will now discuss the obtained results we have just shown to gain insights on the empirical behavior of the different algorithms.
Saturation and Poor Performance
In Section 3.1 we coined the concept "saturation" as the tendency of a learning algorithm to get "all-positives" or "all-negatives" classifiers when trained for increasing asymmetries, and defined an empirical measure (∆CE) of the tendency to saturation in terms of the discriminative power of the classifiers learned by a given algorithm. We also argued that, since the ideal classifier for any cost scenario is that obtaining null error in positives and in negatives (thus, a symmetric decision), saturation may be a detrimental effect precluding a proper approximation to that ideal classifier during the boosted learning process.
As we can see in Figure 3 and Table 4 , five of the tested algorithms have an average discrimination power markedly lower than the remaining ones. These algorithms are CSB0, CSB1, CSB2, AdaC2, AdaC3 and AdaCost, and they are among the eight algorithms yielding poorest overall results in our experiments ( Figure 2 and Table 3 Cancer dataset AdaCost is able to obtain the best results, for the remaining datasets its performance is so poor that it even yields error rates greater than 0.5! As a consequence, AdaCost presents the worst overall performance, by far, of all the algorithms we have tested (see Figure 2 and Table 3) .
Revising AdaCost formulation, we can see that while weak classifier selection is made accordingly to the weight distribution D(i), the goodness parameter α t related to that selection depends on the weight distribution but also on the costadjustment function β(i). Thus, weak classifiers selection is guided by a criterion different to that of goodness computation and weight update, giving rise to some degree of decoupling in the process. In an extreme case, this decoupling may cause the α t of the selected classifier to be negative, so the contribution of this classifier to the ensemble will also be negative (its reversed version, with swapped labels, will be, in fact, "better" than the selected one). This kind of situation was already pointed out by the authors of the algorithm ( [15] , suggesting sign reversal as an a posteriori possible solution), and is responsible for the error rates exceeding 0.5.
AdaBoost with Threshold Modification and AsymBoost
AdaBoost with threshold modification and AsymBoost, the two cost-sensitive heuristic approaches proposed by Viola and Jones [9, 17] , take a step further in performance and also seem to be immune to saturation. Their results are significantly worse than those obtained by AdaC1 and Cost-Generalized AdaBoost, but despite of being heuristic modifications, AsymBoost and AdaBoost with threshold modification yield better results than Cost-Sensitive AdaBoost, one of the theoretically based approaches.
In addition to its lower performance compared to other tested alternatives, these two algorithms have other practical drawbacks: on the one hand, AdaBoost with threshold modification requires the definition of two training sets, one for symmetric learning and another one for threshold adjustment; on the other hand Asymboost needs to predefine a fixed number of training rounds to keep the desired asymmetric goal, resulting in a significant lack of flexibility (on-the-fly performance tests to stop training must be disabled, and boosted classifiers already learned can not be trimmed).
The Theoretical Approaches under an Empirical Perspective
In the previous paper of the series [21] we performed a thorough analy- Table 3 and Appendix), with a difference that is more marked the greater the asymmetry (Figure 4) . Our experiments also show that both proposals seem to be immune to saturation ( Figure 3 and Table 4 ), and that differences in training time (complexity of the algorithms) are vast: CostGeneralized AdaBoost is 18 times faster than AdaBoostDB, which, in turn, has been shown to be more than 200 times faster than Cost-Sensitive AdaBoost [20] .
Another result drawn from our theoretical analysis is that, as Cost-Sensitive
Boosting training progresses, the ratio between positive and negative losses tends to decrease, to the extent that class prevalence may end up being inverted (see the accompanying paper [21] ). Meanwhile, the loss ratio for CostGeneralized AdaBoost remains constant under the same circumstances throughout the whole training process. To visualize and assess this behavior in practice,
we have defined the Classification Asymmetry (CA) of a given classifier (over its respective test set) as the ratio of correct decisions on positives (true positive rate, T P R) to all the correct decisions made by the classifier 2 (true positive and true negative rates, T P R + T N R).
CA = T P R T P R + T N R
Classification asymmetry is, in fact, a measure on how well the classifier is performing in one class with regard to the other one: A value of 0.5 means a balanced behavior, a value greater than 0.5 means that positives tend to be better classified than negatives, and a value lower than 0.5 means that negatives are better classified than positives. At this point is important to remember that, as commented in Section 3, for whatever cost scenario, the ideal classifier is that making no mistakes in any of the two classes, and such a classifier has a classification asymmetry of 0.5 (it is symmetric). Thus, from an iterative perspective, the classification asymmetry obtained by any cost-sensitive boosting learning scheme should favor the costly class from the beginning, but vanish as the process progresses and the strong classifier evolves to approach the ideal one.
Hence, on the one hand, we have a parameter (the classification asymmetry) that, though biased towards the costly class, should evolve to a more balanced value during boosting learning. On the other hand, we have one algorithm, CostSensitive Boosting, whose loss ratio changes during the learning process to the extent that the role of costly class may be swapped (see the theoretical analysis in the companion paper of the series [21] ). How are these effects reflected in practice? for Cost-Sensitive Boosting, classification asymmetry ends up being swapped, reaching final classifiers with an asymmetry opposite to that originally intended.
While asymmetry vanishing is a normal trend, it is straightforward to understand that swapping is an undesirable effect for a cost-sensitive boosted classifier, and it may be responsible for the performance decrease shown by Cost-Sensitive AdaBoost.
To build Figure 6 we selected those scenarios from our experimental framework in which asymmetry swapping is more evident. In the remaining examples swapping is more subtle, though it is still probably a detrimental factor on the overall performance yielded by Cost-Sensitive AdaBoost. It is also important to bear in mind that asymmetry swapping should be stronger the closer to overfitting the classifier is and, as explained in Section 2, our experimental data was gathered following a framework in which the risk of overfitting is highly controlled.
Comparison of the Two Best Solutions
As a result of our empirical analysis, two algorithms stand above the rest:
AdaC1 and Cost-Generalized AdaBoost, with performance figures that are consistently better than those shown by the other alternatives in virtually all the tested scenarios. Of these two algorithms, AdaC1 presents an overall perfor-mance slightly higher than Cost-Generalized AdaBoost (Figure 2 and Table 3) , that is kept across all the tested costs (Figure 4) .
From a theoretical point of view, bearing in mind that AcaC1 is an algorithm of a heuristic nature while Cost-Generalized AdaBoost has an entirely theoretical derivation behind, we could expect that the latter would provide better results than the former. What is happening? Where is the supposed "theoretical advantage" of Cost-Generalized AdaBoost?
Inspecting Figure 3 and Table 4 we can appreciate that both algorithms are far from those experimenting saturation problems, but, in comparative terms, Cost-Generalized AdaBoost has a higher and much more stable discriminative power than AdaC1. In fact, if we analyze ∆CE across costs (see Figure 5 ) we will appreciate that, though for moderate asymmetries AdaC1 is slightly more discriminative than Cost-Generalized AdaBoost, for high asymmetries the discriminative power of AdaC1 is significantly lower than that of Cost-Generalized AdaBoost. This behavior seems to suggest that AdaC1 applies asymmetry more strongly.
If we return to the algorithmic definition of AdaC1 (see the accompanying paper [21] ), we can see that the error measurement used to select the weak classifier at each iteration incorporates both the current weight distribution and the cost associated to each example of the training dataset. The goodness parameter α t related to the selected classifier is computed from that same error measurement, and weights are then updated by exponential factors depending on α t and on the costs associated to each training example. This scheme implies that costs are actually included twice in the weight update rule of AdaC1: once through α t (that depends on the error measurement which, in turn, depends on costs) and again through the direct incorporation of the costs to the exponential. Instead, the weight update rule in Cost-Generalized AdaBoost embeds asymmetry only through the α t parameter. This "two-way" asymmetry embedding in the weight update of AdaC1 is the reason why it has a stronger cost-sensitive behavior than Cost-Generalized AdaBoost, and the core of the difference between the two algorithms.
After the empirical results we are showing, it seems difficult to find the supposed advantage of using Cost-Generalized AdaBoost with regard to AdaC1, due to the formal guarantees (intact compared to classical AdaBoost) of the former.
As commented before, both algorithms are, undoubtedly, the two algorithms showing best performance, but AdaC1 gets results slightly better than CostGeneralized AdaBoost after a broad empirical analysis. However, there is one scenario of our experimental framework in which Cost-Generalized AdaBoost seems to outperform AdaC1: the CBCL database (see Appendix, particularly, Figure A-8 ). Performing the "Classification Asymmetry" analysis proposed in the previous subsection we obtained the 3D graphs depicted in Figure 7 . As can be seen, similarly to Cost-Sensitive AdaBoost, AdaC1 seems to suffer from some kind of asymmetry swapping at medium to high costs, obtaining classifiers with an asymmetry reversed to that desired. The key to this problem may be in the loss functions somehow defined by the heuristic modifications inside AdaC1. The ratio between the positive and negative losses may be changing throughout the iterative learning process, leading, at some point, to a class prevalence change, similarly to Cost-Sensitive AdaBoost (but, probably, in a more moderate way). It is important to remember again that asymmetry swapping tends to be more detrimental the closer the obtained classifier is to overfitting, which will depend on several parameters, like the complexity of the problem, the complexity of the weak hypothesis, the number of training rounds or the number of training samples. In fact, CBCL is, by far, the most complex problem in our experimental framework: the one with most training samples, the one with a largest pool of weak classifiers and the one needing more boosting training rounds to reach its goals. In such conditions, Cost-Generalized AdaBoost remains totally immune to asymmetry swapping and other detrimental effects, showing us that its stability and versatility, are the real advantage of its full theoretical derivation and the associated formal guarantees, inherited from standard classical AdaBoost.
Conclusions
In this series of two papers we have performed, both theoretically (Part I) and practically (Part II), a thorough analysis on the different cost-sensitive variants of AdaBoost proposed in the literature, in order to provide a unifying framework for their definition, classification, comparison and assessment.
In Part I [21] , after presenting, in a homogeneous framework, the bunch of algorithms of interest (AdaBoost with threshold modification [9] ; AsymBoost [17] ; AdaCost [15] ; CSB0, CSB1 and CSB2 [22, 16] ; AdaC1, AdaC2 and AdaC3 [23, 18] ; Cost-Sensitive AdaBoost [19, 10] ; AdaBoostDB [20] ; and CostGeneralized AdaBoost [11] ) we proposed a clustering scheme to group them depending on the way asymmetry is inserted in the learning process (theoretically, heuristically or a posteriori ), and performed a deep theoretical analysis of those methods with a full theoretical derivation (Cost-Sensitive AdaBoost, AdaBoostDB and Cost-Generalized AdaBoost). Such analysis revealed that the asymmetric weight initialization giving rise to Cost-Generalized AdaBoost, the simplest mechanism of all (disregarded in many previous works), was shown to provide the most consistent error bound definition, being able to preserve the class-dependent loss ratio regardless of the training round, whereas CostSensitive AdaBoost/AdaBoostDB seem to emphasize the least costly class as training progresses (asymmetry swapping effect).
The present paper has covered the experimental part of our work, showing a detailed analysis of the behavior of all the algorithms under study (fullytheoretical or not) over a large range of classification problems. The obtained results confirm that Cost-Sensitive AdaBoost and AdaBoostDB suffer, in practice, from the asymmetry swapping effect disclosed on Part I of our work and are clearly outperformed by Cost-Generalized AdaBoost in all the scenarios. On the other hand, most of the heuristic algorithms have very low performance and are prone to obtain saturated classifiers ("all-positives" or "all-negatives").
There are two algorithms that stand above the rest after our empirical analysis: AdaC1 (heuristic) and Cost-Generalized AdaBoost (theoretical). However, despite AdaC1's overall performance is slightly better than that of CostGeneralized Adaboost, our tests suggest that the former potentially suffers from asymmetry swapping, which can be a side effect of the heuristic definition of the algorithm.
Hence, from a theoretical, practical or even algorithmic perspective, our unifying analysis points to Cost-Generalized AdaBoost as the best and also simplest option to provide AdaBoost with cost-sensitive sound capabilities, preserving all the formal guarantees from the classical (cost-insensitive) version of AdaBoost and exactly its same computational burden. 
